# Build the right thing, not everything

## Simple by design

Stop customizing everything. cloud.gov automates infrastructure and configuration, freeing you to focus on your mission.

## Secure out of the box

Don’t get stuck on compliance. Cloud.gov is easily authorized — every component has been through FedRAMP.

## Built and backed by GSA

Avoid lock-in and procurement hassle. Prototyping and production access is a short inter-agency agreement (IAA) away.

---

## You don’t have to build your tech from the ground up.

cloud.gov is an application-ready platform built on top of AWS GovCloud that minimizes the hassle of cloud adoption. With cloud.gov, teams can build, run, and authorize cloud-ready or legacy government systems quickly and cheaply.

---

### Join these and other agencies using cloud.gov

- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives
- Department of the Interior
- Department of Education
- Federal Bureau of Investigation
- Internal Revenue Service
- General Services Administration
Simple by design

Transitioning or launching a government application to the cloud needs hundreds of hours of setup — plus staff to keep it running. With cloud.gov, that work is done: build on our platform and get to work from day one. We offer turnkey application servers, web servers, databases, storage, search systems, and more.

But just because our process is simple doesn’t mean our capabilities are. Complex, large-scale, and high-volume systems are perfect for cloud.gov — we manage the basics so you can focus on your own unique needs.

Secure out of the box

Meeting security and compliance requirements can take months, and need constant monitoring. With cloud.gov, your ATOs can happen in weeks, while we handle ongoing maintenance.

That’s because cloud.gov has a FedRAMP JAB P-ATO at the FISMA Moderate impact level; further, unlike most commercial clouds, every offering in cloud.gov is inside the FedRAMP JAB audit scope. You inherit most of the required FISMA controls — more than 75% of what you need. We’ve even got a template inter-agency agreement (IAA) and statement of work (SOW) to get you started.

Built and backed by GSA

Procurement can be a hassle — and what you see isn’t always what you get. cloud.gov is built on industry-leading open-source tools, ensuring your access to an ecosystem of contractors, specialists, and trainers. We minimize lock-in by making it easy to port your applications elsewhere.

Our monthly quota-based billing is transparent, fully predictable, and eliminates the possibility of overspend. Plus, our price is fully inclusive: cloud.gov relies on automation, not outsourcing, meaning there’s no hidden third-parties between you and the tech.

__When I talked to a reporter I told them I’m sleeping well at night.\n— Wei Luo, Deputy CIO, FEC__

Boost your FITARA score, meet your DCOI requirements, and start deploying from day one. Anyone with a valid federal government email address can get a free sandbox space.

Visit [cloud.gov](https://cloud.gov) to learn more.